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RE: Grenfell 

Dea- Claire 

I look forward to seeing the panel in situ and arranging a site visit for Sarah to review. 

Whilst the formal process takes up to 8 weeks from submission, once the Officer has agreed the material the 
Committee have never gone against the recommendation to my knowledge, so the risk is not high at this stage, but 
there is still a risk. 

The application needed a few tweaks and some hard copies of plans sending in which is now all done - I expect to 
hear that the application is valid on Monday. I have not received an invalid note for non-payment which suggests 
that they have tallied the transfer with the application. I will let you know ASAP and issue the application pack. 

Hope you enjoy the seldom seen sunshine! 

Kind regards 

Marc Watterson 

Town Planner - IBI TaylorYoung Senior Studio Associate 
email marc.watterson(5)ibiqroup.com web www.tavlorvounq.co.uk 
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From: Claire Williams [mailto:clwilliams@kctmo.org.uk] 
Sent: 20 June 2014 15:47 
To: Marc Watterson 
Subject: Grenfell 

Hi Marc 

I hope you are ok, and looking forward to a sunny weekend. 

I think you will have seen that the internal transfer of funds for the planning application to change the office to flats has 
now gone through, so I assume you will chase this up in the next week to ensure it is validated. 

Otherwise, our cladding mock up goes on the building w/c 30 June, so should be ready in early July for viewing. I am 
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hoping the planners will love the mock-up. You appreciate I am under pressure to firm up our cladding costs as part of 
our building contract. In your experience would the planners be able to give the TMO written reassurance if they are 
happy with the materials being put forward, but are just reviewing the colour palette, or i f the discharge admin process 
takes a while ? 

Please let me know. 

Thanks 

Claire Williams 
Project Manager 
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a: The Network Hub, 292a Kensal Road, London, WIO SBE 
i i printing, please thihk about the environmert 
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